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ABSTRACT
In-network computing is gaining momentum as programmable switches are increasingly employed for compute acceleration. Designed for packet processing, data plane programming languages force developers to express compute in networking terms, resulting in a complex, error-prone practice.
We envision the unification of switch and host programming
and propose the Net Compute Language (NCL), a C/C++ extension for expressing computational kernels for switches to
execute. NCL implements Compute Centric Communication
(C3), our proposed programming model for INC under which,
point-to-point primitives are augmented to carry out computations. We motivate our approach with real-world use
cases and discuss the technical challenges for its realization.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The fast evolution of software-defined networking (SDN) [14]
has led to network switches capable of Tb/s processing while
offering increasingly programmable data plane functionality [2, 8, 10, 19, 35, 37]. This development has allowed for unprecedented innovation in networking [3, 40, 57], and given
rise to a new paradigm: in-network computing (INC) [44, 55].
Under INC, application-specific computations occur inside
the network, improving overall throughput, latency and even
energy efficiency [55]. Prior work has realized the potential
of programmable switches on a variety of distributed services
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such as data aggregation [47], caching [23, 29], stream processing [21], query processing [28, 54], agreement [12, 22, 60],
and ML training [17, 26, 48]. Offloading heavy-duty tasks
like (de)compression [56] and ML inference [46, 52, 59], or
even simple data transformations [25], to on-path switches
has shown potential for substantial performance gains.
To aid data plane customization, a healthy number of languages have been proposed [5, 7, 49, 50], with P4 [5] and
NPL [7] arguably the most popular. Bearing API differences,
data plane languages share two fundamental properties. First,
they are designed around network functionality and thus expose verbose packet processing. Second, modern switching
fabrics rely on application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs)
to maintain high speeds. These are not akin to general purpose programming, so data plane languages are necessarily
confined to a programming model close to the hardware.
The above characteristics translate to constructs like packet
parsers and match-action tables that, while crucial to packet
processing, fall short for expressing compute. Programmers
are thus forced to encode application logic in unfamiliar
terms, often employing clever tricks to realize simple functionality. INC applications are encoded as L4/L5 protocols,
which also complicates host side code with packet crafting
concerns. Such hurdles make INC programming difficult and
error-prone, inhibiting the realization of its full potential.
Driven by numerous INC successes, we believe it is time to
view the network as yet another accelerator. But, to achieve
this, a fitting programming model is required. One that existing data plane languages do not offer. To that end, we
introduce the Compute Centric Communication (C3) model
for INC. In C3, hosts exchange data arrays in user-defined
chunks, by communication primitives programmed to also
perform computations on them. We propose the Net Compute Language (NCL) to realize C3 and unify switch/host
programming by letting programmers express such computations in C/C++. Its compiler targets both switches and
hosts, and a runtime transparently handles network plumbing. Our system relieves programmers from packet processing concerns, letting them focus on application logic. In the
remaining of this paper, we present and motivate our vision.

2

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Over the years, P4 [5] has become the de facto data plane
programming standard, supported by switches [2, 10, 19, 37],
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(a) Protocol-independent switch architecture (PISA)
1. action CacheHit(idx) { meta.hit = true; meta.idx = idx; }
2. action ReadValid() { meta.valid = Valid.read(meta.idx); }
3. table CacheLookup { key = {headers.cache.key: exact }
4.

actions = {CacheHit} }

5. table CacheValid { actions = {ReadValid} }
6.
7. CacheLookup.apply();
8. if ( meta.hit && headers.cache.op == GET)

CacheValid.apply();
if ( meta.valid)
11.
Read0.apply(); Read1.apply(); ...
12. ipv4.apply(); ether.apply();
9.

10.

Networking
Compute

(b) In-network KVS cache (GET) based on NetCache [23]

Figure 1: P4 INC application and its mapping on PISA
SmartNICs [34, 43, 58] and even DPUs [37]. P4 implements
the protocol-independent switch architecture (PISA) shown
in Fig. 1a, a generalization of RMT [6] and dRMT [9].
Packet processing starts with a programmable parser that
extracts headers into the packet header vector (PHV), together with user-defined and architecture-defined metadata.
The PHV is processed by a pipeline in VLIW fashion. At
each stage it is matched against match-action tables (MATs),
where match-rules (stored in TCAM/SRAM) determine actions for the stage’s ALUs. Actions are programmable and
can modify the PHV and persistent register arrays. Finally, a
deparser programmatically reconstructs the packet.
Considerable efforts have been made to simplify data plane
programming [15, 16, 49]. Yet, existing solutions are unsuitable for INC as they all fundamentally revolve around packet
processing. In particular, we identify the following obstacles:
Complex programming semantics. INC programming
in P4 requires deep understanding of packet processing with
PISA. Resulting code is typically long, even when expressing simple logic. Fig. 1b sketches the GET operation of NetCache [23], an in-network KVS cache. A MAT is applied to
look up a key. On hit, a flag and the index of the value in
a register array are written to metadata (PHV). The flag is
checked and if set, the validity of the value is checked by
applying another table to read from the Valid register. If
valid, multiple tables are applied (Read0, Read1) to retrieve
the value, each reading a portion and writing it to the PHV.
Such indirections result in obnoxious control flow and structure that often resembles assembly code, suggesting that a
compiler could handle it with better correctness guarantees.
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Tedious network plumbing. INC programmers need to
deal with normal network operations such as IPv4 routing
and Ethernet forwarding, as well as the protocol encoding
their application. This complicates both switch and host programming. The code of Fig. 1b only executes if the parser
(not shown in the figure) has recognized the NetCache protocol. To do that, it must be programmed to parse the entire header stack, including L2 and L3. In addition, the routing/forwarding behavior of the underlying protocols must
be incorporated into the program, by defining and applying
the appropriate tables. Finally, on the host side, packets that
follow the INC application protocol must be crafted. Such
plumbing requires programmers to have profound knowledge in networking, which inevitably raises the bar for INC.
Inflexible development and deployment. A disjoint
development process for such heterogeneous systems can
lead to subtle compatibility bugs (e.g., type system and endianness differences) that are hard to catch and fix. This increases development and maintenance costs. Since P4 stays
at the single device level, an application spanning multiple switches has to be manually partitioned into separate
P4 programs and separately deployed. This requires good
knowledge of the target platform to be available beforehand.

3

A PROGRAMMING METHOD FOR INC

To open up INC programming to non-networking experts,
we introduce Compute Centric Communication (C3), a programming model that treats the network as an accelerator,
and propose a complete programming system based on it.

3.1

The C3 programming model

C3 is an array-based model. Hosts exchange data arrays
through point-to-point communication primitives that also
perform computations on them, on network devices between
the source and destination. Hence, INC is initiated on-demand
by the sender. Unlike traditional send/recv, C3 communication primitives are applied to multiple arrays simultaneously.
Central to C3 is the window abstraction that is used to
hide the details of packet-based communication. Arrays are
transported one window at a time, and a one-to-one correspondence with packets is not necessary (§4.2). Windows
associate elements across arrays, in a user-controlled way,
in order to form a basic unit of processing.
Programmers express compute in network kernels. These
are window-processing functions that receivers of windows
(switches and hosts) execute on receipt. They can modify
window data and device state, and make small forwarding
decisions (§4.1). C3 does not specify a transport mechanism,
thus a network kernel defines a protocol-agnostic, windowbased communication primitive.
Fig. 2 shows an INC example in C3. Host-A is directly
connected to a programmable switch, and Host-B also has
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Our proposed programming system consists of a domainspecific language (DSL) for programming network kernels,
its compiler and supporting libraries. Fig. 3a shows an overview.
The Net Compute Language (NCL) extends C/C++ with
the ability to describe network kernels, and network device
resources - similar in fashion to the CUDA [36] / OpenCL [24]
extensions for GPU/FPGA/DSP acceleration. Its standard
library includes kernel and resource handling APIs as well
as a collection of switch-side data-structures. For instance,
fast MAT lookups can be exposed as Maps or bloom-filters.
NCL exposes no networking concerns, with the exception
of a small, declarative API for influencing window forwarding. Such a mechanism is required when different switches
or hosts have different roles [12] and/or window processing location depends on runtime conditions [23]. For this
reason, programmers can provide an Abstract Network Description (AND), defining an overlay network configuration
of the functional components of their application. Window
forwarding inside a kernel is parameterized by the location
labels specified in the AND. NCL also allows programmers
to place different resources and/or different versions of a
kernel on different devices, again using AND location labels.
The runtime component of NCL, libncrt, has a multifaceted role. First, it includes definitions for built-in types,
constants, and function overlays required by the NCL extensions. NCL kernels are written for the data plane, but may
involve the control plane under the hood. For instance, host
code is allowed to update variables that are read-only by
switch code. Transparent control-plane interaction is also
part of the runtime. Finally, it implements the windowing
mechanism completely transparently to the user. This means
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connectivity to it. Host-A initiates the in-network computation by invoking a kernel to send its arrays h0, h1 to Host-B.
Windows are constructed (w0, w1, ...) and sent out one by
one. In this case, the arrays are “split” evenly in windows
of length two. Host-A has sent the first three windows and
is about to send w3. Window w2 is currently on the wire.
Window w1 is on the switch and the kernel is executing on
it, using both data from w1 and a switch array S. Window w0
has already been processed by the switch. According to the
kernel’s programming, w0 has been modified and forwarded
towards Host-B, where it will be handled by another kernel.
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Figure 2: In-network computation under C3
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Figure 3: A complete programming system for C3
that when a kernel is invoked, windows are determined from
a window specification provided by the programmer, and
from them packets are constructed and sent out.
Window-based communication is carried out by the Net
Compute Protocol (NCP). Besides being a transport protocol
for windows, NCP also encodes kernel execution context.
For instance, it can carry information about which kernel
to execute, the offsets of different array chunks, or bytes in
a packet that the NCL compiler decided to use as scratch
memory. Our goal for NCP is to be implemented over multiple transport backends, like POSIX sockets over UDP [32],
DPDK [45] and RDMA/RoCE [33]. NCP is part of the runtime and, except for selecting a backend, the programmer
does not interact with it directly. A switch executes a kernel
only when the NCP protocol has been recognized, and will
forward NCP packets based on the selected backend (Fig. 3b).
As such, a portion of the runtime resides on the switch.
The NCL compiler is based on LLVM [27] and targets
data-plane languages. It takes an NCL C/C++ program and
an AND file and outputs a host binary, and a program for
every switch in the AND file. Application deployment is out
of scope. In general, a mechanism that maps the overlay network of the AND file into a physical network and allocates
network resources accordingly [4] is assumed to be in place.
Such mapping is shown in Fig. 3c. This mechanism places
application components to physical devices and ensures connectivity by populating routing tables appropriately.

4

INC PROGRAMMING WITH NCL

In this section we discuss in detail the NCL’s main components, namely, network (or NCL) kernels and windows, and
sketch two example INC applications in NCL.

4.1

Network kernels

From the perspective of the application programmer, traditional communication primitives, like send() and recv(), have
straightforward functions: (a) put data on the wire and (b)
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take data from the wire and deliver it to the application. Details of the mechanism depend on the underlying established
protocol(s) and are mostly hidden. NCL kernels establish
communication similarly, but they also perform computations to the data according to the kernel’s programming.
NCL kernels run on devices that understand NCP. These
are both network devices like switches, and end hosts. For
this reason there are two kinds of network kernels, namely,
outgoing and incoming. Outgoing kernels execute on switches
and incoming kernels execute on hosts to handle the receipt
of windows. A function is declared as a network kernel by
the _net_ declaration specifier, and incoming/outgoing kernels are distinguished by a second declaration specifier. The
_net_ _out_ combination denotes an outgoing kernel and
the _net_ _in_ combination, an incoming kernel.
Outgoing kernels. Outgoing kernels resemble send() in
that their invocation implies data is sent from the invoking
host to another. It also implies that the data is processed by
on-path switches, one window at a time and according to
the kernel’s programming. Unlike send(), an outgoing kernel
can have multiple array inputs through its arguments.
To accommodate different kinds of applications, we envision two APIs for outgoing kernel invocations. The first
one is data-centric and operates on entire arrays. That is, a
kernel invocation completes only when all its input arrays
have been consumed, resembling more a send() in a loop.
The second one gives finer control to the programmer, letting them send individual windows. Such mechanism could
become a building block for richer interfaces [1, 53].
Programmers can optionally supply the _at_(label) declaration specifier to restrict a kernel to a specific location.
This allows to write multiple versions of the kernel for different switches with different roles. The label here must
be a valid label in the AND file. Location-less kernels run
on all switches in SPMD fashion. For this reason, a builtin
location struct provides information about the current location such that divergent behavior can still be expressed.
Outgoing kernels run on network switches when a window arrives and have single-thread execution semantics.
They have access to window data as well as switch memory,
statically allocated by the programmer for stateful operations.
Window data is accessed through the kernel’s arguments
and a builtin window struct provides information about the
current window, including bits provided by the user (§4.2).
Switch memory is only accessible in kernel code and is
declared through global variables prefixed with the _net_
declaration specifier. Optionally, a location may also be supplied, using the _at_(label) declaration specifier with a
valid AND label. Location-less switch memory exists on all
switches, however, modifications to it are local. That is, NCL
makes no consistency guarantees, as distributed shared state
in the data plane is still an open problem [61].
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NCL also exposes control variables. These reside on switches,
but are read-only from kernel code and written only by host
code. Control variables are declared by the _net_ _ctrl_
_at_(label) combination of declaration specifiers, i.e. location is required. Again, NCL makes no consistency guarantees and out-of-band mechanisms, potentially involving the
network controller (e.g., ONOS [41]), are required.
Finally, outgoing kernels can make simple forwarding decisions for a window. They can return the window to the
previous hop (_reflect()), pass it on (_pass(), default behavior), broadcast it (_bcast()), or drop it (_drop()). Their
behavior depends on the AND file. For instance, _bcast()
sends a window to all devices, one hop away - in the overlay
- from the current location, and _pass() can also accept a
valid label from the AND as a parameter.
Incoming Kernels. Incoming kernels resemble recv().
They are invoked when a window is expected by the host,
and execute when it arrives. They have read/write access to
window data, and, unlike outgoing kernels, can also access
host memory. A location is meaningless for incoming kernels
because they exist on all hosts.
An incoming kernel is “paired” with an outgoing kernel
and must match its parameter list so that window data is accessed in the same manner. Host memory is accessed through
global variables or by extending the incoming kernel’s parameter list and passing additional host pointers. Extra parameters must be marked as _ext_. In its simplest form, an
incoming kernel can just copy window data to host memory
for subsequent processing.

4.2

Data windows

A window is NCL’s abstraction over packets and the basic
unit of processing for kernels. Windows are transparently
constructed and encoded into packets by the runtime. While
sharing similarities, windows are not packets. In fact, our
aim is to disassociate the two: a packet can carry one or more
windows, and a window can span multiple packets.
Constructing windows means associating values across
arrays into chunks, to be processed together according to the
application’s needs. A declarative API gives the programmer
agency over this process. For instance, they can specify a
mask with the number of elements from each array. As an
example, Fig. 2 uses a {2,2,2} mask to associate two elements from each array. A mask is associated with kernel
invocations (Fig. 4 main), but its length must always match
the number of pointers in an _out_ kernel’s signature.
NCL defines a builtin window struct, that is only accessible in kernel code and contains various metadata about the
current window (e.g., sequence number, sender etc.). This
struct can be extended by the programmer to include additional information that might be useful to the kernel. For
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1. _net_ _at_("s1") int accum[DATA_LEN] = {0};
2. _net_ _at_("s1") unsigned count[DATA_LEN/WIN_LEN] = {0};
3. _net_ _at_("s1") _ctrl_ unsigned nworkers;
4.
5. _net_ _out_ void allreduce(int *data) {
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

unsigned base = window.seq * window.len;
for (unsigned i = 0; i < window.len; ++i)
accum[base + i] += data[i];
if (++count[window.seq] == nworkers) {
memcpy(data, &accum[base], window.len * 4);
count[window.seq] = 0; _bcast();
} else { _drop(); }

13. }
14.
15. _net_ _in_ void result(int *data, _ext_ int *hdata,

_ext_ bool *done){...}

16.
17. int main() {
18.
19.
20.

ncl::ctrl_wr(&nworkers, 16);
ncl::out(allreduce, {data}, wnd, mask);
while (!done) ncl::in(result, {data, &done}, wnd, mask);}

Figure 4: A synchronous AllReduce operation in NCL
instance, for a uniform split like the one of Fig. 2, the programmer could attach a length field, or the entire mask itself.
Extended window structs are associated with kernel definitions, but different instances can be attached to different
kernel invocations.

4.3

Use Cases

We illustrate NCL by sketching the implementations of two
common INC applications.
AllReduce. AllReduce is a collective aggregation operation. It is fundamental to distributed data-parallel ML training [42] and has been the subject of a good amount of INC
literature [17, 26, 48]. Each worker 𝑖 holds an Í
array 𝐴𝑖 and
the goal is to compute an array 𝐵 with 𝐵 [ 𝑗] = 𝑖 𝐴𝑖 [ 𝑗]. For
instance, for arrays {1, 1, 1}, {2, 2, 2}, {3, 3, 3} the result is
{6, 6, 6}. Fig. 4 sketches an in-network AllReduce in NCL.
Workers are connected to a ToR switch, labelled s1, that
aggregates their data and broadcasts the result. They invoke
an _out_ kernel (line 19) to send data to the switch and
then iteratively invoke an _in_ kernel (line 20) to handle
incoming windows with aggregation results. An extended
parameter list (line 15) allows to copy results (e.g., to update
the model) and set a flag that controls the loop.
The switch code uses the accum array to accumulate values. Windows allow creating (implicit) aggregation slots in
the accum array, sized by a window’s length. The count array tracks the number of windows accumulated at each slot.
On line 6, the kernel first computes an index for the first
element of the window’s slot in accum. Here, the seq field of
the window struct is builtin, but the len field is user-provided.
In the next step, the kernel iterates over window data, accumulating each value. Then, the slot’s counter is incremented
and compared against the _ctrl_ variable nworkers to determine if the slot is finished. If equal, the values of that
slot are copied to the window, the counter is reset, and the
window is broadcasted. Otherwise, the window is dropped.

KVS Cache. An in-network cache sits between clients and
storage servers. It serves GET queries for hot items directly
and forwards the rest to a storage server. Fig. 5 sketches an
implementation in NCL. To simplify the example we omitted
hot item detection and the DELETE operation. We also used
a single storage server. For key-partitioned storage clusters,
the kernel is extended to _pass() windows accordingly.
The cache stores 256 items of 8-byte keys and 128-byte
values. It is implemented as a combination of a Map from
NCL’s standard library (implicitly _ctrl_) for keys, and an
array for values. The storage server controls the map and
associates keys with indices to the Cache array that stores the
values. This design resembles NetCache [23] and is needed
because the map is implemented as a MAT under the hood,
which (at the time of writing) is only managed by the control
plane. The Valid array is used to track item validity.
On a PUT query (line 6), if the item is in the cache, it gets
invalidated. A PUT query is always forwarded to the storage
server, indicated by the absence of a forwarding decision in
either path. The storage server uses the same kernel to do
an update (line 12) that writes the new value, sets it valid,
and drops the window. Note that the same code is used to
insert a new value in the cache, with the exception that the
storage server must first insert an entry to the Idx map.
On a GET query (line 8) the key is looked up. If found and
valid, the value is written to the window and sent back to the
client with a _reflect() call. In any other case the window
is forwarded to the storage server; implicit _pass(). Finally,
the kernel does nothing on a GET response from the server
(line 15), i.e. the window is forwarded to the client.
Although not shown in Fig. 5, for a cache eviction, the
storage server just removes an item from the Idx map.

5

THE NCL COMPILER ARCHITECTURE

The nclc compiler is based on LLVM [27]. It takes as input
an NCL C/C++ program and an AND file, and targets LLVM
supported architectures (e.g., x86, AArch) for host code and
PISA architectures (e.g., PSA [18], TNA [20]) for switch code.
As is typical with accelerator-targetting compilers [31, 39],
nclc employs a dual compilation pipeline, shown in Fig. 6.
The frontend extends Clang [30] with minor rewriting and
source level checks, and outputs two LLVM IR files: one for
host and one for switch code. The host pipeline (Fig. 6 left)
consists of typical C/C++ compilation steps with some minor
instrumentation for the runtime. The device pipeline lowers
switch side LLVM IR to P4 and “links” it with a template
switch configuration. This is done in four stages:
Conformance checking. Not all LLVM IR maps to PISA.
For instance, loops must have provably constant trip counts,
or recursive calls are disallowed. Conservative dataflow analysis can catch these and reject the program. This stage does
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1. _net_ _at_("s1") ncl::Map<uint64_t, uint8_t, 256> Idx;

host IR

2. _net_ _at_("s1") char Cache[256][128] = {{0}};

clang.fe

6.
7.
8.

10.
11.
12.

// client PUT

} else if (window.from != SERVER) {

x86, AArch, ...

// hit

host.o

libdpdk

if (Valid[*idx]) {
memcpy(val, Cache[*idx], 128); _reflect(); } }
// server update

auto *idx = Idx[key]; memcpy(Cache[*idx], val, 128);

14.

Valid[idx] = true; _drop();
} else { }

Versioning

// client GET

if (auto *idx = Idx[key]) {

} else if (update) {
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Figure 6: The NCL compilation trajectory
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Figure 5: An In-Network KVS cache (GET, PUT) in NCL

and driver specifications are also proprietary, preventing
nclc from generating binaries directly.

various IR level checks for e.g., location conflicts between
kernels and switch memory or invalid window masks.
IR versioning. This stage uses location info from kernel
signatures and the AND to create multiple IR modules, containing each location’s kernels and location struct implementation. It may also attempt to split location-less kernels
by inspecting top-level branching on location struct fields.
Subsequent stages examine all IR modules this stage outputs.
Analysis and optimization. This stage analyzes and
transforms the IR in preparation for code-generation. First,
loops are unrolled, and typical early SSA optimizations are
applied, like const. folding/propagation, GVN/CSE, DCE etc.
Next, we have generic PISA transformations. An idealized
PISA target, with a single, arbitrary-length, match-action
pipeline is assumed, and the CFG is transformed to a table
graph (and actions) for it. Control flow is mapped to branching statements or MAT lookups. Window data is accessed
through the packet part of the PHV, and intermediate values
become metadata by a (kind of a) reverse SROA pass, mapping SSA registers to a metadata struct. The compiler may
also make some high level decisions here, like moving part
of the CFG (e.g., small trip count loops) to the packet parser.
Finally, we have arch-specific transformations. The CFG
is mapped to the programmable blocks defined by a specific
PISA architecture. Based on this, it is also decided if recirculation is required. Given chip-specific information, this stage
may reject a program. For instance, the PHV size depends on
the VLIW length, which may be too small for a given kernel.
Code generation. This stage transforms LLVM IR to P4.
Dangeti et al. proposed a P4 to LLVM compiler to achieve
better optimizations for P4 programs [13]. We plan to use this
as a starting point for code generation and work backwards.
In the final step, the generated P4 code is merged with a
template switch configuration. For this part we aim to build
on prior work [51, 62] that has shown the feasibility of such
modularity. The final P4 program is given to a P4 backend to
eventually accept/reject it. This is needed for two reasons: (a)
chip constraints are not publicly available and (b) switch ISAs

While fundamentally addressing INC programming, we also
identify some open problem and places for future work.
NCL requires a concrete concurrency and memory model.
That is, memory access semantics in the presence of inter/intrawindow parallelism. It is apparent that barrier-like operations do not fit this model, as ordering is hardware enforced.
Thus, focus should be put on atomics and their extent. This
requires deeper study of P4 semantics [11, §17.4.1] and the
details of target platforms. The latter may not be as straightforward, given that currently, this information is not public.
Reliance on a P4 backend limits portability and leads to a
potentially lengthy trial-and-error process until an NCL program is accepted. It also requires programmatically receiving
feedback and addressing it, a challenging task on its own.
For the long-term success of our system, and INC adoption
in general, an open middle ground is required. An example is
the NVVM IR [38]. A valid NVVM IR module is guaranteed
to be compilable by NVIDIA’s proprietary backend, allowing
high-level languages to easily target GPU devices. Something
similar might also be possible for P4 backends.
For an early prototype we aim for a smaller set of features:
Sockets/UDP backend, one kernel-invoking API, and windows that fit a packet. We note that multi-packet windows
pose significant challenges. Storing multiple packets may not
yet be practical due to limited switch memory, or pipeline
stages may be too few to access enough memory locations.
Future work could extend NCL to more platforms. For instance, ASIC limitations could be lifted by bump-in-the-wire
accelerators [17], and incoming kernels could be offloaded to
host-side accelerators (e.g., SmartNICs or DPUs). Windows
could also be extended to handle more complex associations
or multidimensional arrays. Finally, NCL would greatly benefit from external tools for network mapping, deployment,
debugging, and testing of programs.
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